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1 • INTRODUCTION 
Pap;e 
~he present note merely ~ives some complements to the constructions of 
commutative (universal) formal prouns in [4J, [5), In (7) Honda has 
p-i ven a method of constructing many formal grouns over rin~s which 
satisfy a certain hynothesis, e.~. over W(k) where k is a field of 
ch~ra.cteristic P > 0. 
In case of W(k) this method ~ives all isomornhisrn classes of 
commutative formal i;i:rou'fls; this is not true for ramified extensions of 
W(k). In section 2 we discuss a link between the constructi~ns of 
[ 41 , f5 J and those of (7). 
Let FT he the formal p:roup over Z(Tp T2 , . ·•J constructed in [4] 
section (1.1). I~e. FT(X,Y) =_r; 1(rT(X) + fT(Y)) where fT(X) 1.s given 
by f (X) = X + E Ti f(i)(Xn1.) where f(i) 1.s obtained from fT by 
T ' i= 1 P T ' T 
1. 1 
re.nla.c1·n" all th t T T b TP ~n r- e narame ers 1 , 2 , . . . y 1 , _._ 2 , 
Lett= (t 1 ,t. 2 , ... ) be a sequence of elements of a Z(n)-alfebra A 





Ev~ry formal rroun over A is strictly isomorphic to some F+ 
C, 
i [l: 1, theort>m ( ?..6)). 
fly mPa.ns of some formulae derived 1n section i we nrove 1.n section i-1 
for one dimensional formal grouns over Z(n) or Z0 the follow:inr.: :101ds: 
2 
let t = ( t 1 , t 2 , ••• ) , t ' = ( t; , \~, ... ) , ti , ti E z ( P) , zp 
then Ft and Ft, are isomorphic if and only if ti= ti mod pi= 1, 2, 
As a corollary we get another proof of the fact due to Cartier [ 1], 
[3]]and Hill [6], that two formal groups over Z are isomorphic if and 
p 
and only if their reductions are isomorphic. It seems that this result 
is not generalizable as is shown by two exam~les given in section 5, 
As regards terminology: all formal groups are supposed to be 
commutative; an n-tuple of pover series f(X) = ( f 1 (X), ..• , fn (X)) 
over a ring A in X = {x1, .•• , Xn) such that f(X) = MX, mod degree 2, 
where Mis an n x n matrix, is said to be an isomorphism between the 
n-dimensional formal groups F(X,Y) and G(X,Y) over A if 
f(F(X,Y)) = G( f(X}, f(Y}); f is said to be a strict isomorphism if 
M = I, then x n unit matrix. 
2. THE FORMAL GROUPS OF HONDA [6]. 
2.1. Honda's Construction (One Dimensional case) 
Let A be characteristic zero discrete valuation ring of residue 
characteristic p > O; let r be the maximal ideal of A. Assume moreover 
that the following condition is satisfied 
(2.1.1) there exists an endomorphism o of A and a power q of p 
such that a0 = a mod 7' for all a E A. 
One can take e.g. A= W(k), the ring of Witt vectors of a field of 
characteristic p. Then q = p and o is the endomorphism denoted Fin 
[8] , Ch. II, §6, the Frobenius endomorphism. 
Let A [ [W]] be the noncommutati ve ring of power series in W over A 
0 
defined by the multiplication rule. 
(2.1.2) for a E A 
Cl0 
Let u E A [ [W]] be an element of the form u = 7f - E c WV, where 
0 v=l V 
h . . . _, w ere 7f is a prime element of T' ; wr1 te nu = 
field of fractions of A. Now let 
00 
E bvWv, \, E Q{A), the 
\FO 
(2.1.3} , H (X,Y} 
C 
where c = (c 1, c2 , ••• ). Then we have 
(2.1.4) Theorem (Honda [7]) 
Hc(X,Y) is a formal group over A 
3 
It is not particularly difficult to calculate h(X) from u. One 




This looks rather like formula's (8) of [4]. And in fact it is now 
not difficult to show (reverse the arguments of [4], appendix) that 
hc(X) satisfies and is determined by 
(2.1.6) 
00 c. i i 
h (X) = X + E ---1:-:- her (Xq ) 
C • 1 Q'l C 1= 'IT 
Practical~v the same arguments as those of [4] §1 now prove (2.1.4) 
2.2. More dimensional Honda formal groups. 
Now let the 
i 
= (Xq , . . .. , 
ci_be n X n matrices, let X = ex,, ... 'Xn)' 
l 
X~ ) , and let hc(X) be the n-vector of formal power 
series in X determined by (2.1 .6). Define the n-dimensional formal p;roun 
H bv H (X,Y) = h-1(h (X) + h (Y)). Then (2.1.4) also holds for these 
C ' C C C C 
more dimensional formal groups. 
Honda also considers a stron~er condition on A. 
condition (2.1.1) is satisfied with q = n and the valuation 
of A is unram.ified. 
4 
He proves under this condition. 
2.2.2. Theorem (Honda [7]). 
If A satisfies (2.2.1) then every formal group over A 1s 
isomorphic to an He. 
2. 3. Formal Grouns ~ Rings of Witt Vectors. 
Let T., S. be n x n matrices 
l l 
T. = ((T.). 11 ), S. = ((s.).n) 
l , l J ,<, l l J~ 
.i , .e, = 1 , ••• , n, in indeterminates (T. L1 (s. L1 . Let z( )[T,s] 
l J l ! p 
be the ring of polynomials over Z(p} in these indeterminates. 





= (X~ , ... ' 
t ;:_ 'z f( i) (Xpi) 
~=t p T,S 
xP1 ) and f(i) and f(i) are obtained from 
n T T,S 
fT and rT,S by replacing the parameters (Ti):.e,and (s.) . .e, by their 
1 l J-
P-th -powers. Define 
(2. 3.2) 
Then we have: FT and FT,S are strictly isomorphic formal groups over 
Z(p)(T,S]. (Cf. [4J). Let A be a commutative Z(p)-algebra; let 
Ft' Ft,s be the formal groups over A obtained from FT and FT,S 
by substitutin~ elements (t.) a and (s.) n for (T.) 11 and (S.) .e,· 
l !N l IN l ,1N l ,; 
We know, that every formal ~roup over A is strictly isomorphic to 
an Ft. Now let A be also an integral domain. Ann-dimensional formal 
~roup over A will be called p-tyni~al if its lo~arithm g looks like 
00 i 
g(X) = X + r M.XP where the M. are n x n matrices. One also has 
i= 1 l l 
(cf. [4]): every p-typical formal group over A is equal to some Ft. 
5 
Given the sequences or matrices t,s let t• be such that 
Ft'= Ft,s· The formal groups Ft and Ft' are strictly isomorphic. 
Using all this one gets: 
let R be a system of representants of A/pA in the Z(p)-algebra A. 
Then for every n dimensional formal group Gover A there 
exists a sequence or matrices t • ,(t 1, t 2 , ••• ), {ti)j1 € R 
such that G is strictly isomorphic to Ft. (If A is of 
characteristic zero there exists precisely one such sequence 
of matrices). 
Nov let k be a field of characteristic p { or more generally an 
integral domain of characteristic p). Let A• W(k), and for a€ k 
let (a] denote the Witt vector [a]• (a, O, O, ••• ).Leta be the 
Frobenius endomorphism or W(k). Let R be the system of representants 
R =- {[a] I a € k} of' A/pA = ~ in A. 
The ring A satisfies condition (2.2.1). Also i:f t € R then tcr = tP. 
This gives: 
if ( t. ) . ., E R for all i = 1 , 2, ••• , j , = 1 , ••• , n then 
l. ; A, 
Ht(X,Y) • Ft(X,Y) 
and this combined with (2.3.3) gives a proof of' theorem (2.2.2) for 
rings A = W(k) 
(2.3.5) Remark. 
The result derived above on the one hand extents (2 .2 .2) a bit and 
on the other hand does not cover all of (2.2.2). This last f'act can be 
repaired to a large extent as follows. Let t,s be two series of matrices 1n 
W{k); let t" • (t1, t;, ••• ) be defined by 
(p + t 1w + t~w2+ •.• ) • (1 + s 1w + s 2w2+ •.• )(p + t 1w + t 2w2 + ••• ) 
The formal groups Ht" and Ht are then strictly isomorphic (Honda [7]). 
Now let A be a subring of W(k) which is invariant under a and contains 
a full set of representatives of k • W(k)/pW(k), then every Honda 
formal group over W(k) is strictly isomorphic (over W(k) to one defined 
over A. Thus we also get a proof of (2.2,2) for such subrings of rings 
W(k). 
6 
3. A FORMULA. 
As in (2.3) let then-vectors of power series fT(X) and fT 8(X) , 
in X = ( x1 , ... , X ) be defined by n 
( 3. 1) 
( 3. 2) 
00 i 001T. (·) i 
s.xP + E ...1:.. r 1 (x'P ) 
1 • l p T,S 
1= 
00 l. 




fT,S(X) = r A. (T,s)xP 
i•o l 
* where the A.(T) and A.{T,S) 
• l. l 
. * are n x n matrices, A (T) = A (T,S) = I, .o 0 
l. l 
and xP is the columnvector consisting of the p . X. , J = 1, ••• , n 
J 
Then ve have (cf. [4] appendix) 
( 3. 4) 
where T~o) = T. are T!r) (resp. S~r}) 
l l l l 
r 
is then x n matrix (((T.}. 0 )p) 
l r• 
r 
(resp. (((s.).n)'P ). 
l d"J!, 
We define 
( 3. 5) 
Then we have 
3.G. Proposition. 
m 





and Z.. (T,S) 
lJ 
+ 
T~r) 3~i+n_8 ~r)T~i+r) 
=l ,) l ,) 
p 
A* . . ( T ) Z ~ 1:1-i-j ) ( T , S ) + S 
i,j>1,i+j<m m-1.-J l.J m - -
7 
Proof. Using (3.3) and (3.4) one finds 







* A . (T) 
m-1. 
A .(T,S) m-1. 
T • T (m-i-j) ( . ) 
+ ~ + 
p 
m-1 m-1. * . m-1 
!: !: A . • (T) _J_ Si 
m-1-J p i=1 j=1 
m-1 m-i * ( . . ) T(m-i) 
!: E A • • ( T ) S • m-1 - J i 
m-i-J J -i=1 j=1 p 
m-1 m-i (m-i-j} * T. 
A .. (T) _J_ 
T 
s~m-i) + ~ + s + !: !: 







A . (T ,S) -1:. 
* ( . ') T 
+ E A .. (T) Z.~-i-J (T,S)+..!!! +S 
m-1. p i ,j) 1 ,i+j.{m m-i-J 1.J P m 
m T~m-i) 
= E A . (T ,S) -1:. 
i=1 m-i P 
+ E 
i ,j~ 1 ,i+j~m 
4 • FORMAL GROUPS OVER Z ( ) , Z and Z • ---p -p--
4.1. p-Typical Groups. 
Let A be a Z-algebra. A more dimensional formal group G over A 
is called p-typical if it is of the form G = Ft for some sequence of 
matrices t = (t 1, t 2 , ••. ) with coefficients in A. This agrees in the 
one dimensional case with the definition used in [4] and elsewhere. 
Every formal group over a Z(p)-algebra is isomorphic to a p-typical one. 
Simply because the universal formal group of [5] is isomorphic 
(over z(p)[T,S]) to FT. 
Let ,for the moment,A be a characteristic zero Z(p) integral 
domain. Let G be a formal group over A with logarithm g. Replacing the 
s, s 
of ~11 ~onom1Al~ Xs = x1 , ••. , Xnn with zero for alls 
which are not of the form (o, ... , O, pr, O, ••• , 0) gives a vector of 
pover series f which is the logarithm of a formal group F over A which 
is isomorphic (over A) to G. 
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As in the one dimensional case cf [2] this isomorohism can also 
be described in terms of the formal p:roup G. 
Let c(X), c'(X) be n-vectors of power series in X = (x1 , •••• X) . n 
with coefficients in A without constant terms. Let G be an n-d.imensional 
formal group over A. One defines 
(4.1.1) (c + c')(X) = G(c(X), c'(X)) 
~ 
and for ea.ch 1. = , , ••• , n and m E N we define operators V ( i) , F ( i) · m m 
as 
(4. 1.2) (V (i)c)(X) = c(O, ... , X~ , o, ... , o) 
m 1 
(4.1.3) (F (i)c)(X) 
m 
1/m 
= c(O, ••• , Z:X. ,O, ... , 0) + 
m 1 





i=1,2, ••. ,n 
(m,p )=1 
µ(m) V (i)F (i)c0 
m m m 
Then cG(X) is the isomorphism between G and the p-typical formal group 
F. This also works over Z(p)-algebras A which are not an integral domain. 
4.2. Isomorphisms of n-typical Groups. 
Below we shall need the following isomorphism result of [4]. 
4.2.1. Proposition. 
Let A be an integral domain, Ft the form.al group obtained from FT 
by substitutinp; (ti):l for (Ti)·£, (t.) l EA. Let G be another 
> j 1. J-
I• 
n-tyoical formal group over A. Then G is strictly isomorphic to Ft if and 
only if there are n x n matrices s., i = 1, •.• , n with coefficients in A 
1. 
such that G(X,Y) = Ft (X,Y), where Ft is the formal ~roup obtained .s .s 
9 
from FT S by substituting (t.) n and (s.) ,n for (T.),i and (S.) ·n • 
, 1 ,,Tw l. ,j"' l i l. d"' 
' 
4.2,2, Remarks. 
1. For a proof cf (4) or (better) [5]. 
2. The most important step of the proof of (4.2.1) is to show 
that FT,S and FT are isomorphic over Z(p)[~,S] (or Z[T,S]). Another 
proof of this rests on the following lemm.a. 
], s 
Lemma. In the eXPansion of (X + uXP )p there occur no other 
i+s s 
"O p-power powers of X then X· and xP • {N .B. this is not true if 
there occur more than two terms inside the brackets). Let fT ,S(X) and 
fT( X) be the logarithms of FT ,S and FT. We now indicate in the one-
dimensional case how to obtain fT ,s(X) from f'T(X) by successive 
substitutions. First substitute X + s1xP f'or X and render the resulting 
power series p-typical; the resulting coefficients are (if fT(X) 
1, a 1 + s1 , a2 + 
Nov substitute X 
again. We obtain 
and render the resulting power series p-typical 
Now substitute X 
again. We obtain 
3 
s1s~xP (assuming pis odd) and render p-typical 
Now substitute X + 
2 
1 , a, + s,, 82 + p a,s, + s2' a3 + p a 2s 1 p + a 1s 2 + S3, 
p3 2 p p2 
8.4 + 
p 
+ a1s~ + 
p 
a3S1 + a2S2 s1s3 - s1s1s2 , ... 
10 
In two steps one now gets rid of S sP 
4 , 3 
in the 
coefficient of xP, and then s4 is introduced, continuing in this w,q 
we "finally" get rT,S(X). 
The rest of the proof of (4.2.1) goes as follows. Let G be 
isomorphic to Ft, suppose we have already found s 1 , ••• , sr such 
r that G and Ft coincide mod deg p + 1, then both being p-typical 
,s r+l I 
they coincide mod p • 
They are also isomorphic (because Ft and Ft are isomorphic). The 
r+1 ,s 
isomorphism must look like X + aXP mod degree pr+l + 1, a an 
n x n matrix over A. Choosing sn+l = a 
G = Ft mod degree pr+l + 1. ,s 
we see that 
From nov on in section 4 we shall consider only one dimensional 
formal groups over Z, Z ( P) , ZP ( and other rings A for which ap = a 
mod p}. 
4.3. Proposition. 
Let A be a characteristic zero integral domain in which 
p 
a = a mod p holds, The one dimensional p-typical formal groups 
Ft and Ft, are then strictly isomorphic if and only if ti= ti mod p. 
i • 1, 2, ••• 






First assume that Ft and Ft, are strictly isomorphic. Then there are 
s 1, s2 , , , , , si € A such that ft, ( X) • ft ,s (X), Let zg1> • zg1> ( t ,s) 
(cf, (3.5)), Using (3.6) ve· find 
(4.3.2) a • m 
m-i 
t~ 
a .. ....!. 
m-1 p 
and on the other hand (cf. (3,3)). 
m-1 






Taking m = 1 gives t 1 = t 1 mod p. Now because a.P = a mod p we havP. 
Pl pi (l) nlui•l i+l 
PZ • • = 0 mod n ( 'DZ • • = t . s . s. t . ) and 'OZ. • = t ·. s . - s ~ t l: n 
lJ . lJ l J l J lJ l J l J 
mod Pi+ 1 • It follows that / . . z ~ i:1-i-,j ) ·- 0 mod 1 for a.11 i • ,j • 
ffl-1-J lJ 
Nov sunpose t ... t! for i = 1, ••. , m-1, then 




m-i+1 mod p ; usini:t this and (4.3.3) and (4,3.2) we find 
that t = t' mod p. m m 
Now suppose ti - ti mod p for all i = 1, 2, ••• To prove Ft and Ft' 
isomorphic we must show that we can find s 1 • s2 , ... E A such that 
ft I f = t,s Take s 1 
t ;-t 1 
Suppose we have already found = ---. p 
The elements is then determined by (4.3,2) and we 
m 
that J.• t . . A Th. 11 f * ( m-i -.i ) - 1 must show 1s in • 1s fo ows rn~ a .. z.. =~mod 
m-i 
-1 n and n a. .(t: 




- t ! p ) = 0 mod 1 , i = 1 , ••• • m 
J. 
q.e.d. 
The formal p,roups Ft and Ft'' over A a.re isomorphic if and only if 
t . ='= t ! mod n • 
l l ' 
Proof. We need only prove that if Ft and Ft, are isomornhic then 
2 
ti= ti. Let <l>(X) = uX + u2X + ••• , u a unit of A~ be the 
isomorphism. can we writ ten as ¢ = tJJ" X wh 0 re 
X(X) = uX and y is a strict isomorohism between G(X,Y) = u- 1Ft(uX,uY) 
_, 
= 1:1 ft (uX). It follows that 
l 
and as up_, = 1 mod P~ we find 
t'1.' - t. mod P, Also t~' - t! mod n accordini:i: to (IL 1). Th,,.reforr-1 l 1 





Two p-typical formal ~roups over Z/(n} arA (strictly) is~~ornhi~ 
M~ onl:v if they a.re ider,tical. 
12 
'\, 
Proof. Let F,G be tvo p-tynical formal grouns over Z/(p). Let F 
be a fo!"!Tlal grou-p ov~r ~: wtich lifts F. Let <j, be an . p 
iso:mornhism between F~G and let i be an:1 paver series over 
Z vithout constant term which lifts 1•, Define 
n 
G(X,Y) = i- 1F(~X.¢Y). Now rend'"'r G r-t:rnicaL u:=:1r.r, (4.1,4). Let G be 
v 
the result. Then G also reduces to G (because G is already n-typical). 
F -+ G 
Let 'f = F, c; = Ft,· Then~-=: t!. Tt fol10.1s that F = G. Cf. lemma 
t 1 l 
belov. (N.B. di need not be the identity). 
q.e.d. 
4.6, Lemma. 
Let A he a characteristic zero Z( .. -inter-.ra.1 domain. The n J . 




?roof. The coefficients of 1T(X,Y) a.:re polynomials 1n T 1, T2 , ... ' 
F(r. T ,., O .. (X,Y) anrl FT(X,'{\ differ hy 1,, .... ., r'v,. , ... , 
.., 
yP.) mnd degree pr+ 1. 
and 
Remark. This lem."ra does not hold for the- ~roups HT(X.Y) discussed 1n 
section 2. 
Two formal groups over 7.. ) or Z ( er any n np; 1 n between) a.re 
l. p n 
isomor-;:,hic if£their reductions mod p a:r,. iscmorphic. 
* * ?r:-:nf. Let th~ reduction, F" and G of F and G he isomorphic. Let 
F"' = c: 1 (F(ci:-(X), c_JY)), where c~ is as jn (4.1.4). Then 
r ; .r r 









• • '\, 2 
I.et ~(X) be the isomorphism between G and F , let ¢(X) = uX + u2X + ••• , 
u a unit be any lift of ¢(x). Let H{X,Y) =·'cr 1G(i(x), l(Y)). Then 
• H reduces to F • It follows that the reduction of cH is c •· Let 
F 
H'(X,Y) = c; 1H(cH(X}, cH(Y)). The formal groups H' and F' are both 
p-typical and have the same reduction. It follows that they are 
isomorphic ((4.6), (4,3)). And as l, cH and cF are isomorphisms, 
F and Gare also isomorphic. 
• • 4.8. Remark. If F and G are strictly isomornhic then F and Gare 
strictly isomorphic. (Take i(x) = X + u2x2 + ••• ). 
4.9. Corollary. 
Tvo formal groups over Z are isomorphic if they are isomorohic 
mod p for all primes p. 
5, TWO COUNTEREXAMPLES. 
The results of (4.3) - (4.9) do not seem to be generalizable. 
More precisely: let k be a field of characteristic P which is not 
equal to Z/(p). Then there are one dimensional n-typical formal 
groups over W(k) with the same reduction which are not isomorphic. 
Cf. (5.1) below. The corollary (4.5) is also false over k (also 
for strict isomorphisms). 
Finally two more dimensional formal ~roups over Z(p) or ZP 
with the SA.me reductions need not be isomorphic. Cf. (,.2). 
5 . 1 . Examnle . 
Let F9 :: k, the field of 9 elements; W(k) ::: z3(1), where i 2 = -1. 




the formal groups Ft and Ft, over z3(i). 
The formal groups Ft and Ft, are not strictly isomorphic 
over z3(i). Indeed, if they were there would be elements 
s 1, s2 • ... E:Z 3(i) such that Ft' = Ft ,s or, equivalently, 
ft'= f . Then we must have s 1 = i. Looking at the t,s 
coefficients of x27 we see that t~ere must be an s 2 , s 3 E z3(i) 
such that (cf. (4,3)). 
2 
t' (t')P 
( ) _J + 2 
( t I )P t t p 
+ a --1-- = ..:.l. + a ___g_ + 5,1.1 a 1 p p 2 p p 1 :p + 
a, 1 
where p = 3, ft 1 (X) = I: a. xP , 
i=o 1 
a.0 = 1 • Because t 1 = 0 and t! -1 t. mod p, 1 
- s 1 t~ = 0 mod p which is not the case. 
(ii) The form.al groups Ft and Ft' are not 
Every isomorphism (j)(X) = uX + u2:x2 + 
isomorphic over z3(i). 
•.. , u a unit of z3(i) 
can be decomoosed as <I> = 'ljl o X where x ( X) = uX and _, 
~(X) = X + ••• is a strict isomorphism. Let G(X,Y) = X F(XX,XY). 
2 1 
The logarithm of G is ft nCX), where t;' = 0, t~ = up - t 2 , 
t ll Q t" 3= ,···~ n= 0, ••• The groups G(X,Y) are strictly 
isomorphic. There must therefore be s 1, s 2 , ••• E z3(i) such 
that ft",s(X) = ft 1 (X). This gives s 1 = i. As above (5.1.1) 
p2_, 
must hold (with t. replaced by t ~'). Now u • 1 mod p 
1 1 
2 because the residue field hasp elements. It £ollows that 
t; = t 2 mod p, and therefore we must have t~s~ - s 1t~p = 0 
mod p, which is not the case because t~ - i mod p and s 1 = i. 
5,2. Example. 
We work over 
1 
t, = (0 
1 
t' ( 1 = p 
z or z( n). p 
0 0 
0), t2 = (0 
Let the matrices t.' t! be given 
J. J. 
0 
1 ) • t3 = 0' ... , 
0, .•. , 
t = 0 ' ••• n 




We consider the 2-dimensiona.l formal i;i:roups Ft and Ff over Z(p) or ZP. 
(i) The formal groups Ft and Ft, a.re not strictly isomorphic over 
Z . If they were strictly isomorphic there must be matrices 
p O 1 
s 1 , s 2 , ... such that Ft'= Ft,s' We find s 1 =( 1 0 ) and 
2 
comparing the coefficients of xP in ft,(X) and rt,s(X) we see 
that 
= n -2 ( 1 
p 
1 )-( 0 
0 1 
for a certain s2 with coefficients in zp. Contradiction. 
(ii) The formal grouns Ft and Ft, are not isomorphic over Zp. 
Every isomorphi8111 is of the form uX + ••• where u is an 
inverti vle 2 x 2 matrix. Decomnose q, as tp c X where 
x(X) = uX and~ is a strict isomorphism. Let G(X,Y) = u-1Ft(uX,uY) 
The logarithm of G is then j(X) = u- 1ft(uX). G is not a p-typical grol.11) 
in ~eneral. Rendering Gp-typical gives a formal ~roup G' with logarithm 
2 2 
,,. ' ( x ) = x + - 1 * ( 1 ). ll + - 1 * ( 2) xP · f' f ( x ) x + a•, xP + *xP .., u a 1 u x u a2u + ••• 1. t = a2 + .. 
(i). • (i) ( P 1 ) 1 where u is the matrix u = u. 9, • The formal p;rouns G and Ft, are 
.1 
strictly isomorphic. This m~ans that we must have 
_, * (1) 
u a 1u _ a 1 mod 1 
+ ••• Let u C) ( 1 ) , because u _ 
~ 
U r.100. T; 
16 
we see that we must have 
mod p 
This gives c - d = 0 mod p. Let g'(X) • rt,.(X). We calculate t~, t~. 
This gives 









2 mod p 
mod p 
Y, z € Z p 
There must be matrices s 1 , s2 such that 
t"(1) t" t"s( 1)-s t"( 1 ) t I ( 1) 
1 + 2 .. 1 1 1 1 + s2 = a1 
1 a, p p p p 
Because t" 
1 
::;: t' - 1 mod 'P and t 2 = t 2 mod p, this implies 
(5.2.2) S t n(1) 1 1 - 0 mod p 
Now 
0 1 1 0 
s • ( ) t" (0 
1 1-z O ' 1 -
0 ) mod p 
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